Clusters / Biomolecules / Nanoparticles

Large molecular research materials such as Clusters, Biomolecules and Nanaparticles are
analyzed everyday in laboratories around the world. In the fields of Atmospheric Pollution, Metal
Clusters, Peptide and Protein Analysis, Carbon Nanostructures Development and Entrained Materials,
instruments are in demand that perform not only Analysis but Mass Selection and Deposition as
well. Extrel’s Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers are the ideal choice for both applications.

Extrel CMS instruments provide high resolution with continuous stable high transmission up to
16,000 amu. We manufacture single quadrupole, MS/MS and MS/MS/MS systems, along with several
versions of multi-pole ion guides and collision cells. Our components allow users to build multi-source
and multi-technique systems for both analysis and deposition. Quadrupole Mass Filters and RF Power
Supplies are available as separate components for mass selection and deposition. Repeatability, high
throughput for high masses and adaptable designs are just a few of the advantages of Extrel systems.
The Extrel Systems Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High sensitivity to 10 mA/Torr
High Resolution to 110 M at m/z 28
7
High Abundance Sensitivity to 10
-16
Partial Pressure Detectability to 10 mbar
Dynamic Range from 100% to 10 parts per billion (ppb)
Various mass ranges from 1-60 to 20-16,000
High Speed Multi-point Analysis
Single Quad and MS/MS and MS/MS/MS Systems
Positive and Negative Ion, and Neutral Detection
For additional specifications and benefits of the various
Extrel Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers, please contact us:
Hositrad Vacuum Technology - Lindnergasse 2 - D 93047 Regensburg
Tel.: 0049 941 55827 - Email: info@hositrad.com

www.hositrad.com

email: info@hositrad.com
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Nanocluster Selection and Transport
Components and Systems for Clusters Deposition and Spectroscopy
Extrel has been supplying quadrupole mass filters (QMF) as well as ion
guides, deflectors and ion optics to the Clusters research community for
more than 30 years. Our user base is widespread throughout university
and government laboratories. Extrel is able to supply both individual
components for a “building block” approach to system development and
entire systems. Researchers rely on Extrel to provide the solution to
their needs. With the trend in research funding favoring researchers who
can provide a shorter period from funding, to system operation, to
publication, researchers are relying more on Extrel’s design consulting to
provide complete systems designed to their specific requirements.

Clusters and Nanostructures can be generated
from several different sources, such as Electro
Spray Ionization (ESI), Laser Vaporization
(LAVA), Magnetron Sputter. With these types of
sources, ions are made at or near atmospheric
pressure (0.3 torr to 760 torr).
Clusters
experimental systems are designed to transport
and select clusters by size while removing
neutrals.
Quadrupole mass filters serve a key role in
clusters experiments; providing accurate size
selection of clusters for use in downstream
experiments. Extrel is well-known for high quality
mass filters and RF power supplies used for

In both cases, the initial needs are the same...
•

… and so are the solutions

•

Sampling of ions from the cluster source

•

Ion transport and neutral removal

•

cluster selection. In order to meet the expanding
needs of the Nanoclusters research community,
Extrel’s product offerings have been expanded to
include mass ranges as high as 16,000 amu with
resolution sufficient to separate single atom
differences in clusters for atoms larger than 20
amu. In addition, Extrel’s ion guides and ion
optics, along with expertise in vacuum technology,
can be applied to the solution of the ion transport
and pressure reduction from any ion source. The
production of size-selected clusters is used for
two main applications, Cluster Deposition and
Spectroscopy of Clusters.

Taking ions off-axis to reduce neutrals

•

•

Sampling apertures, optics, conical octupole

•

Ion guides with open design for pumping

•

QMF for Cluster Selection

Quadrupole deflector and ion transfer optics
Extrel Quadrupoles and RF supplies

Extrel CMS, LLC
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Nanocluster Deposition System

Figure 1
Figure 1
Figure 1 is one example of a system for Cluster
Deposition that is designed for efficient ion
transport and selection. Clusters from the source
flow through the source aperture into the first
pumping region where an octupole ion guide
directs them to the Quadrupole Deflector (90degree bender). The front of the octupole extends
outside the housing to allow for maximum
pumping to remove neutrals.
The ions are then taken around a 90-degree bend
to further remove neutrals and allow the clusters
to continue through an Einzel lens for focusing
through the next aperture. An EI ionizer and a
detector can be included in this stage for
diagnostic purposes.

target. A detector can also be included here for
diagnostic purposes.
Extrel not only offers all of the components shown
here, but can offer a system with pumps and
chambers, drastically reducing the design and
assembly time for customers. Pictured in Figure 2
is an example of a Clusters Deposition System
provided by Extrel.
This system includes a
complete integrated control system within the
system rack to maximize space utilization.

Larger diameter apertures and large pumps allow
for maximum transport of ions. The number of
pumping sections and pump sizes are selected
based on the customer’s particular requirements.
In the example shown in Figure 1, the aperture is
mounted on a radial flange with electrical
connections for an octupole in this pumping stage.
The final aperture transitions to an octupole for
further pumping and into a quadrupole mass filter
for cluster selection. At the exit to the QMS, an
Einzel lens focuses the clusters on the deposition

Figure 2
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Clusters Spectroscopy System

Figure 3
The system configuration shown in Figure 3 is
designed for doing spectroscopy of clusters. The
initial treatment of the clusters is the same as the
deposition system, where ions are transported
from the source through a pumping region and
then taken off axis to remove neutrals.

After this the clusters are size selected by the
QMF and then directed around another 90-degree
bend to provide a clear path for the photon
source.
Size selected clusters are then directed into the
spectroscopy chamber where additional pumping
further removes unwanted components. The
spectroscopy section shown here includes a
series of octupole ion guides, but systems could
include any of a number of other devices such as
a linear ion trap, a collision induced dissociation
cell, or a cold trap.

Nanocluster System Components
•

•

Sampling Apertures

•

Einzel Lenses

•

Gas Tight Housings

•

Quadrupole Deflectors

•

Multi-pole Ion Guides

•

Quadrupole Mass Filters

•

Conical Octupole

•

Control Electronics

•

Hot/Cold Head

Products from the photon interaction are directed
through another aperture into the analysis
chamber. Another Quadrupole Deflector, which
maintains the clear photon path, directs the ions
into the analytical quadrupole system.
As with the Clusters Deposition System,
Extrel offers all of the components in Figure 3 as
well as a complete system.

Custom Designs

Extrel CMS, LLC
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Design Consulting
These two systems are examples of Extrel’s capabilities in designing systems for researchers who are
interested in nanocluster experiments. There are many different components and options available to
meet experimental needs. With the goal of generating data of primary importance, Extrel can offer
complete systems including design consulting and a configuration uniquely intended for your experiment.
Allowing Extrel to provide more of your system can reduce the time to produce data by months and even
years compared to a do-it-yourself approach. Please contact Extrel to discuss your requirements.

Advantages of the Extrel Complete System Approach
•

•
•
•

•

Design – Extrel has a great deal of experience integrating the required components and in many
cases are modifying existing designs to meet the customers’ individual needs. This experience
can help eliminate trial and error approaches that cost more and take longer.
Integration – Alignment, in-vacuum wiring, and system control are all complex issues when
designing a Clusters experiment. An Extrel designed system will have most of these issues
resolved.
System Testing – To the extent possible, Extrel tests systems for basic operation.
Training – Included with typical systems is installation by Extrel to make sure the system functions
as it did in the factory, and provides basic overall system functionality for faster system operation.
Time – All of this translates into time. In the research environment, funding depends on acquiring
data and publishing results. Extrel’s design team can help dramatically shorten the time it takes to
get a system producing data. In one case, a customer’s system they built themselves took 18
months to get operating, but the subsequent system Extrel delivered allowed them to be
generating data in only 6 months.
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Hositrad Vacuum Technology
represent Extrel CMS with a wide range of
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers and
Analyzers (RGA) that can fit any application
research grade MAX Systems, the general
and the standard RGA Systems.

flange mounted
Residual Gas
or budget: The
use MAX-LT™

All of these systems include an Ionizer, Quadrupole Mass
Filter, Detector, Mounting Flange, Power Supplies, Control
Electronics and Software. They can be used as the core of a
new mass spectrometer system, or as a way to add mass
spectrometry to an existing system or as a diagnostic tool.
The MAX Flange Mounted Mass Spectrometers are powerful
research grade instruments. They have the best performance
and the widest array of options of any of our systems. They
are offered in mass ranges from 1 to 60 amu up to 20 to
16,000 amu and can be upgraded for MS/MS operation.
Typical applications for the MAX Systems include: Clusters
and Biomolecule Analysis, Atmospheric Chemistry Studies,
Plasma and Combustion Studies, Materials Analysis and
He/D2 Analysis.

MAX-LT™ Series of Flange Mounted
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers
The MAX LT system is the latest in Extrel's high resolution,
high sensitivity, flange mounted Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers. Mounted on a 63 CFF flange the MAX LT series
beats the competition's price and performance! It is available
in 100, 200 and 500 amu versions.

Please call us: +31 (0) 33 253 7210 or +49 (0) 941 55 827
www.hositrad.com

email: info@hositrad.com

